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Abstract:

A centralized many-body correlation operator is introduced,

following the Feshbach's formalism. Especially,' the many-body

correlation induced by the strong repulsion and attraction of the

realistic NN interaction is concerned and the Feshbach's formalism

is reformulated to describe such a many-body correlation well - And

a method to estimate the rcany-bcdy correlation operator is given

frc.T; the multiple-scattering picture. The present formalism is

compared with the resonating-group method.

§ 1. Introduction

So far the microscopic investigations on the light-ion

collision at low energies have been made mainly in the the

resonating-group method (RGM). ~ Resonating-group calculations

have succeeded to obtain good agreement with experiment by using

simple effective NN potentials and have revealed that the Pauli

principle clays the essentia.1 role ir. the nuclear collision.

However the NM interacticr. has been oversimplified in those

studies. Especially, although the realistic NN interaction

contains the strong short-ranged repulsive and strong medium-ranged

attractive components in addition to the weak long-ranged attractive

component, the presence of such components has usually not been

considered. These ccir.pcr.ents in the NN intsracci.cn induce not

only strong pair correlations, but alsc the many-body

correlation.4'5 J Uzckenbroich et al.6 ' 7' and Nacata et al.8"10)

derived the ss~i-realistic NN potentials from the realistic NN

interaction by taking into account the pair correlation. Since

their NN potentials have rather strong rapulsive and attractive

ccmpcnents yet, the many-bedy correlation seems to play an important

role in the nuclear collision. Therefore the purpose of this paper

is to reformulate a nuclear collision theory to consider the many

-body correlation explicitly.

There exist two possibilities to take into account the

many-body correlation in the RGM framework. One is to increase
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channels and the other is to introduce the Jastrow-type correlation As j[[ (F-l) ̂  ̂  <-;Q y ^ in Eq.(l.l) represents the effect of the

function.11 Although only a few channels are enough to describe excited channels of clusters, F plays the same role as the effective

the long-ranged correlation, many channels are required to treat the potential in the Feshbach's formalism. ' However there has been

short-ranged correlation considered here. ' Many-channel RGM no attempt to connect F with the Feshbach's formalism from such a

calculation is not so easy ar.d it is difficult to obtain the viewpoint. Therefore in this paper we derive an operator form of F

transparent understanding from results. On the other hand, the by reformulating the Feshbach's formalism. And then we derive the

latter method has succeeded to describe the many-body correlation fur. c tier. ferrr. of F f rc~ the eve razor form with the

induced by the short-ranged cc~.poner.ts of the NN interaction in the nultiple^scatterir.g picture. The present theory is a reasonable

bound state prcble-, of few-nucleon systems. **' Therefore we will extension of the our previous particle-nucleus scattering theory,

adopt the latter method below. (hereafter referred as KAT) which explicitly includes the many-body

Let us consider the a+b elastic scattering, we assume that the correlation between the distinguishable incident particle and the

total wave function is represented by target nucleus, tc the system of identical particles.

Although the many-body correlation function F is variationally

v? = _J {̂ '̂a ?]. C'QQ) > (1-1) determined ir. ether methods, it in our theory is given by the

approximation of an operator. Thus the computational time can be

where ^ & ^nd ̂  ̂  are the internal wave functions, ^QP, the relative rather economized and so our theory is very suitable for the study

wave function and j± is an antisymmetrizaticn operator. Here F is a of the scattering problem. Furthermore, since the present theory is

function -o express the many-bedy correlation. Since F is usually a also applicable to the rearrangement reaction and the bound state

priori assumed: tc te the Jastrow-cype =s mentioned above, one must problem, it is cne of unified theory cf nuclear msr.y-body problems.

determine F by using the variations! method. Although the This pacer is crcar.ized as follows. In §2 , the equation for

variaticr.al ~.ezr.cd is adequate tc the ce scrip r.ion of resonant the relative motion which exo licit! y includes the many -be dv

stHtss, it is not suitable t.z ir.vss-icsts the scsttsrir.c problem. ccrrslsticn is derived by re t ormu latino r'ne Fe shb acr.' s forma 1' — ar.d

Because large computational time is required. Thus we give other the operator form of F is given. Furthermore this formulation is

formulation to determine F. extended to the many channels case. A method cf estimation cf the

many-body corre lacier, operator is cive.i in £ 3. The 6iscus5ic~ r.r.d

concl-j3i.cn a re presented in =4 and 5 , respectively.
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N.

A (2 6)

§.2 Formal Theory Here afi and ̂  S* are the antisynunetrized internal wave functions for

The total Hamiltonian H for the scattering system of nuclei a the ground states of a and b nuclei, respectively, and these satisfy

and b is given by

H
a f a

 = EaCf° a n d H b V b " ^ b - (2'5)

H = Ha + Hb + T a b + Vab, (2.1)

We nor^aiire the antisynyr.etrization operator y{_ as follows:

where K_ ar.d H._ are the internal Kamiltonian of a and b nuclei,which
C " / T s • D ' ~1 1 / ? ~~are consisting of N and Nfa nucleons, respectively, and T the _j£ = ii

L (1+6V .. ) (N +N. )l J ^
relative kinetic energy term between two nuclei. The interaction and a b

terra V a b is given by ^ = i Ep, (2.7)
P

V , = z I vii' (2.2) where P is the permutation operator of nucieop.s between a and b
ica jeb

including the ur.i- operator, z p is ±1, depending on whether P is

where v. . is the two-body interaction between the i-th nucleon in a even or odd Permutation. The relative wave function IJJ saticfies
ij " 00

and the j-th one in b. the appropriate asymptotic boundary condition. All physical

For simplicity we assume that the elastic channel is only open. quantities are cbtair.ed with !>._ solved and so our goal is to derive

The extension to the many-channel case which is given in Appendix is the equation for i!_n which explicitly includes the rr.any-bodv

straightforward. Therefore the total wave function satisfies the correlation.

Ehrcdingsr equation,

( E - E )\y> = 0, (2.3)

and it has the asymptotical form as follows:

S f g * 0 0 > . <2-<>
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2.1) Effective Hamiltonian Q | ?> = Q ; — OnHPn | '¥>, (2.11)

Following the idea mentioned in §1, we introduce the projection

operator ?Q and QQ in such a way that Inserting Eq.{2.11} into Eq.{2.10a), we get the Schrodinger equation

for the elastic scattering state vector P |f>;

(2.8a)

( E - K ) Po i ̂ ^ = 0. (2,12)

(2.8b)

Hare H5 is the effective Ham.iltcniar. defined by

First we derive the effective Harr.iltonia- by using the Feshbach' s

formalism. And then we reformulate it to represent the many-body y-f = PnKPn + P HQ ^—^— Q HP

correlation explicitly.

Here the project'on operator into the elastic channel PQ should The total wave vector !'̂  can be expressed with

have the following property Eq.(2.11), we get

(2.13)

p j ^ > . Using

S | v > _.|-c.O c- 0
P 0 ' -*1 ' a ' b ^ O O -

( 2 . 9 )

P i - (2.10a) Here, introducing ar. opei'ator yt defined by

(2.10b) (2.14)

The state vector for the closed channel Q.| f> is obtained by using the total wave vector !*> and the effective Hamiltonian K are

Eq.(2.10b) as follcvs: expressed as follcws:

7 —



2.2) Equation for the relative motion

The explicit form of PQ is given by Feshbach as follows:
18'

(2.16)

The operator -p describes the effects of the O^-space, and with this

operator the total wave function c&n be expressed as the ssr.e form

in ."q.(l.I) . Therefore we will call the operator jt the Generalized

many-body correlation cparator. Since -̂  describes all fcir.ds cf

correlations, we change the expression of J~

V(Y *1

T 3 ' b ' ' (2.17)

to be favorable for

describing the many-body correlation inductd by strong pair

correlations in the next subsection.

Here :y's ar.d y,' s are the eigen functions and eigenvalues of the

exchange kernel K, respectively;

Kf*v > = Y v ( ; v > (2.18)

C.19)

By using o 's, K can be expanded as

v (•,,=!)•

(2.20)
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where c ,'s are the forbidden states and satisfy

The operator P. h<?s a useful property as

(2.21)

(2.22)

This property is easily proved by substituting the explicit forni of

where we Eg. (2.21) and the orthonormality of *J s are used. The

second term in Eq.(2.25) turns out to vanish by the simple

arithmetic. Consequently we obtain Eq. (2.22), Furthermore

multiplying Eq.12.22) by zL fron the right, we find another uEeful

equation:

(2.26)

M l + l - J - !?.,><v.,l) <?°S:?Lci .
M fv -i\ i-v " a'b

(2.23)

From the definition of K, the first factor en the right hand side in

Ec.(2.23) is expressed by

Let ur derive the equation for ^-.Q by using Eqs. (2.22) and

(2.26). Multiplying Eq.(2.12) by <£r_ <iA from tha left, we cbtair.

(2.27)

Employing Ecs.C.9) and (2.22), Eg. (2.27) is reduced as follows:

,. ' b'-l" ai b 00 'a'b 'a'b 00 • C.2S)

Inserting Eq.(2.24) into Eq.(2.23), we get

(2.24) where we used the relationship of

'ji, we get

trom the definiticr. cf

6 o H ^

0A 0 0 J

b! P0 = <T a ^ b | ^ Since 4-̂  and Q'P are the eioenfunctions of H and K, , resoectivoiv,

'a » D U0>is reformed as follows:



0 0 00

r

(2.32)

0 0

0 0

s '•• o o

C.29)

where we employed Eq.C.26) to obtain ths third equality,

get

E " V Q0
u - 3 0 1

It is favorable for the description of the many-body correlation

induced by strong pair correlations to redefine the many-body

correlation operator -j\ as

where i and j denote the i-th nucleon in a and the j-th cne in b,

respectively. The many-body correlation operator -Ji is expressed

in terms of t..'s as follows:

if a it b

1 + I Z
kea ]..-

O0 Sij 7ij' (2.33a)

(2.33b)

With Eq, (2.31a) , t he e q u a t i o n for I(JOQ i s g iven by

- K>

- °oHoQo

(2.31a) Here we usad Ec,(2.29) again, and the relative kinetic energy £ =

^— K~ with the reduced mass v and the relative momentum K. We

(2.31b) obtain the equation for the relative motion Eq, (2,34) in which the

many-body correlation is explicitly taken into account. With

under the condition that ~* always operates on states in the Ecs. (2.32) to (2.33b) the many-body correlation operator

PQ- space, where HQ •= P. + H^ + T ̂ . Because we can easily expand j1- expressed in the multiple-scattering form which is favorable tc

in the multiple-scattering1 form with the effective two-body

scattering matrix, which is defined by

describe the many-body correlation induced by strong pair

correlations. However, since î 2nd effective two-body matrices are

many-body operators, we cannct directly solve Ec. (2.34) yet. Thus

we will discuss the estimation cf y, in §3.

— 13 — - 14 —



2.3) Syinmetrization and

Since the many-body correlation operator ?J contains the total <^ | (T . + y> . + 6') = 0. (2.38b)

Kamiltonian, we must introduce any approximation into £ in practical

calculations. However such approximations may break the properties From Eq.(2.37) , we get

of |i as an operator. As a result, the effective H&miltonian nay

become nonherraitian. This is not desirable for solvir.c the T + <J + 1-'~ . = T (1-K) + (l + o ) ~^< °* ̂  V IV
ao r aa ' as ao N N i a 'h' a

equation for the relative moticn, because the r.onhermite Kami 1 tonian

has spurious solutions and breaks the conservation of the Here with the definition of K and f , we find

probability. Therefore we transform Eq.{2.34) so as to preserve the

indispensable symmetry of the operator equation even if we introduce (1-K) | $ > = 0,

several approximations into^t ,

We rewrite £q.{2.34) as and

. T ( 1 K ) + (l + o ) ^< °* ̂  V IV / $ K^lV^ >' as ao N N, i a 'h' ab. * ' a b "

(2.35,

where The first tera on the right hand side of Eq.(2.39) vanishes for the

property of J r And with Eqs.(2.29) and (2.21), the second terra

V'ab * ^ b 1 Vab? ! ^ > . (2-36) ,iso vanishes;"

TV£b = (i
+S

N K l"
1 ^ r g ' Vab"'"'<v2lrS> " ^ab " T-bK- (2-37) Then we obtain Eg. (2.38a) and similarly we can derive Eq. (2.38b).

a b ' ^

Therefore to guarantee the properties of Eq.(2.35) as Eqs.(2.38a)

First we show that the forbidden state *Vl satisfies and (2.38b), we rewrite Eq.(2.35) as

- 1 5 - - 1 6 -



where A is the projection operator to remove the forbidden states:

Alternatively, with the auxiliary function defined by

(2.41)

voo • L ^ ' v o o /

we rewrite Eq.(2.40a) as

where

(2.42)

(2.40b)

From the definition of f , y is Hermitian. Using Eq.(2.5), we

obtain

Since K is corrjnutsble with r/, we obtain

( )' = 1 + 1 (2.43)

Eq.(2.40b) corresponds to the equation of motion usually used in the

clustsr-.T.ocel calculations. Since the prcperty cf Eq. (2.44) is vary important, we rewrit

Next we prove that'll- is Kerxitian. The Herxitian conjugate Ecs. (2 . 40a} and (2.40b} as

of )?~_- is given by

EK ( 1 " K> | i00 >" '• (Tab +»'ab ^ b ' ^ O O ^ (2-4SE)

'* M i ; \~ < ^ ^ \ ~ [ - / v l 1 — * C > — I ' ' — i ^ T - r
• a b

"K 00 ,>, (2.45b)

0 0

- 17- — 18 —



0 0

M N '
a b

ab

--(T£bK + K T e b ) . (2.46)

Now even if we approximate y and f- ' by the sum of products or pair

correlation functions as will be performed in §3, we can preserve

the property cfTVIu as

-v +

>7ab
(2.47)

§.3 Approximation of many-body correlation operator

Since we cannot directly treat the many-body correlation

operator Jj given by Eqs. (2.33a) and (2.33b), we need introduce any

approximation5 into jt . Here we are interested in correlations

induced by the short-ranged repulsion and medium-ranged attraction

of the NN interaction. Fro:n studies on few-nucleon bound systems as

triton and the c-particle," " the approximation cf fi by using pair

correlation fur.cr-icns is adequate to the description of such

correlations. We proposed similar approximation for the

particlt." nucleus scattering in Ref.19 and we follow it here.

3.1} Approximation O I T by pair correlation functions

The naay-bocy correlation opera-zr j- is expressed in terms of

the effective twc-body scattering matrices:

i£ a • jc b

Tij
J

Q0G0c0tklrkl'

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

Here QnG0Q«t.. denotes the outgoing wave of the scattering between

i-th nucleon in a end j-th one in b and its short-ranged behavior

ir.av be described bv usir-.c correlation functions. Ther. following

- 19 -



KAT, we replace the operator

functions;

by pair correlation Operating (!\;~'-) on the scattering wave function *' , t..'s in

the second tern and third term represent the higher order scattering

and the first tins scattering, respectively. Then with the

approximation Eq.{3.2), we get

- r\. . for the initial stats in PQ space,

for the initial state in Q. spact, (3.2)
-1 -1 f

F (3.6)

where fr . satisfies the Bethe-Goldstone-type equation and fc. is the

initial wave function for the (ij) pair's scattering. We will

derive the Eethe-GclcsuCr.e-tvoe equation for t1. • in the next
- - - 2.J

suiseczicn.

From Eqs.(2.1a) and (3.1b), we obtain

i, . . = j, - Q e Q t^M. .. (3.3)

Inssrtir.g Eq. (3.3) into Eq. (3.1a), we find

^ 1
~ = 1 +

We rewrite Eq.(3.3) as follows:

(3.4)

and (3.7)

Esre we used the notations F and r. • to notice thatf and ri• are no

longer operators for introduction of the approximation Eq.{3.2),

Substituting Ec. (3.6) into Ec. (3.4), we obtain

( E . u t )(; z
if a j; b kta 1th U ;f - C >,

' n n "i3 X - z ur^~ c ),

if a iib kfa 1'b

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

(3.8c)

In the present case where j1 and f are real operators, f is given in

I. (3.5) the same form as j\ w^th Eqs. (3.8a) to (3.8c).

— 21 — — 22-



3.2) Pair correlation functions

We consider the (ij) pair scattering whose incident wave is in

the P..-space. Frcr. Eq.(2.45a) the incident wave function ^^^ is

given by
0. G

'00a : and the scattering wave function of the (ij) pair

The mar.v-bodv correlation function F has the ci f f erer.t

structure from the Jastrow-type one. Ever. if we mske the

approximation u ^ u ^ , in Ecs.(3.8a) and (3.8b), the resultant F is

different from the Jastrow-type correlation by D. The factor D

denotes the effect of the nul tipls-sca tterir.c. We will shew ir. the

next cc-er that the effee- cf D is rather large en the direct

ccter.-ial of the c-r-d system.

Since the mar.v-body correlation function F in the other methods

is a priori assumed &s the Jastrow-type, those method does not From Eqs.[2.32) and (3.9), the equation for1; .. is given by

in the nucleus-r.ucleus scattering is defined by

(3.9)

contain the way to determine pair correlation functions. On the

other hand we can give u.- and u . by solving an equation of motion,

because we knew that u. _, and u • . rr.ust simulate the operator
'V = (3.10)

Since ^ . • is the r.any-bcdy wave function which is perturbed by v; .,

we separate the part for the relative motion of the (ij) pair frcu

" j . so as to give u^..

First we assume that the Paul! blocking effect is negligible in

the intermediate states on Ec.13.10). Because these states cro

highly excited due tc the strcr.g repulsion and attraction cf the NN

interacticn. In this case the projection operator Qn can be

araroximated bv

'a'b 'a'b' ' (3.11)

It is necessary for avoiding the double counting of the effect of

the P..-spac2 to preserve the orthogonality cf the scattering wave to

-23 — — 24 -



the P -space. Therefore we introduce the large negative value ': . _. = v.. *. (3.14)

parameter E a s follows:

I* i f = I'inc.* + " Q 0 v i j l'4'ij>f (3.12a) Multiplying Eq. (3.12b) by <*l from the left and intergrate over all
E + E Po" HO

variables except those of the relative motion of the (ij) pair. As

or a result, we obtain the equation fort . . ;

( E "

+ Q0 "ij'^ij-" ' (3.12b) -.''or/. -• <MF ( )I ?>>( E + v. .) «
1..(r.'.), (3.15)

where

where T^ . is the relative kinetic operator of the (ij) pair , [[„ . • E, = E - ':<^iHn . .I'?-*"-*.

= K.-Tj . and P.= jV?-.^,"^0 c.'PI • Tc separate the relative motion of

t:-.« (ij) pair frcn t i r c - , «s approximate v Q Q ar.d ̂ ^•Q by a plane t n e two-body correlation function Ij. is given with <. . solved

wave ar.c the harncr.ic oscillator wave functions, respectively. Thus frcra Ec.(3.15) as fellows:

we can express 4^ as follows:

• ; ^ c = !2-)'3/2 exp(iK41- ? ; J) », (3.13)

However the spherical Besssl function j-,tx) h?s zero values, we

w.~ere _^ average wi~h respec- TZD the incident energy as
-1 a *• b -i

and ^ is the wave function for the (N.+K^-S) nuclecr.s1 motion, but

depends on r- . yer. Finally we assume the independent pair motion, xl^"dE.. ^r..j (K. • r . .) - 21 "^ , (3.17)

that is, we factorize the scattering wave function t... as follows:

— 2 5 - -26



where the integration is taken over an adequate energy range where

the short zzr.ce behavior of " 1 (r. ) coes net largely change.

Or. the ether hand, since C - . represents the more complica te

processes and shorter ranged correlation, we estimate it by

multiplying £" appropriate damping factcr to n.̂  in practice.

-.4 Discussion

From Eq. (2.15) ar.c. the approximation (3.2) , the total wave

function is expressed as

, r _ . 0 0 . , .

According to the ATMS r.ethcc, **' the bound state wave functions <•> /

0
-̂V car. be well described ir. terns of the shell-rr.odel wave function

a S b a n d t'':e ^^^y-

C. .) . Therefore Eq. (4.1) is rewritten

correlation functions F ( r̂  . , ; ; . . ) , F, ( n. • ,

,b , (^£0 „,n ..,;..)
1 ] i J

kl' C00 J
(4.2)

This equiticr. r.eans that external pair correlations and internal

ones can be epprcxir.= tely separated. This separation corresponds to

tne stats—eerier.cer.es c~ tns c—rr.atrixf that i£j tne state"dstendence

of the c-^-.atrix is approximately separated into two ccrr.uonents, a

pairs correlation in bound state and one in scattering stars. In

this sense, the expression of Eq. (4 .2) is very reasonable end

practicable.

In the co~ver.ticr.al KGM which means the one-channel or few

a K

-channel RGX, effects cz r. , , r,,. zr.d n _ can be represented by

usir.g the stats-de pendent effective two-body inters cricn instead of

the realistic N'N interaction. However higher order effects of ' ,

h
be taken into account in -^h^ ccnvsr.ticns 1 RC

-28 —



It is well known that such higher order effects are necessary to § . 5 Conclusion

reproduce the experimental high momentum components in the bound A generalized many-body correlation operator -̂  is introduced,

state wave function. It is very interesting whether higher order following the Feshbach1s formalism. This operator produces all

correlations than pair correlations are important in nuclear kinds of excited modas. Here, since we are concerned with the

collision. We will show in the next paper that higher order many-body correlation induced by the strong short-ranged repulsion

correlations are very important in the deuteror.-deuteron elastic end me ciurr.-ranged attraction of the NN interaction, we reformulate

collisic- even at lev energies. Since it may be expected that the the Feshbach's formalism to expand^ 'n the multiple-scattering fcrm

r.anv-bcdy correlation beccmss more importa.it in large systems, the and approximate elerr.er tary pair scattering amplitudes in 71 by using

many-body correlation considered here should be estimated in the pair correlation functions.

conventional RGM calculations and it may resolve problems in the in other approaches where the many-body correlation is taken in

cluster-model, for example, the cverbinding of the ground state of the Jastrow form, pair correlation functions are a priori

C. So the present formalism is a starting point to improve introduced. On the other hand, in the present for.Ttslism pair

the conventional RGM. correlations are solved by using the equations derived consistently

with the Feshbach's projection approach. As a result, we can

predict the behavior of pair correlation functions with respect to

various systems. Since we derive the function form cf the rr.ar.y-body

correlation operator from viewpoint cf the iriuitiple-scstterir.c, its

rorm is different from the J£5crcw--ype. We will show in the next

paper that the effect cf the multiple-scattering is important, in the

c='jteron-*deutercn elastic scattering ar.d tha- pair correlation

funcricr.s obtained frcm the present formalism are very different

from one introduced by Kacksnbroich et al."

Our formalism is not restricted to the elastic scattering, it

is also applicable to the bound state prcblems and reactions. The

present formalism is an extension of the RGM to tne no re realistic
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approach. Thus we conclude that our formalism gives a promising Acknowledgements
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Appendix

The £ emulation presented in ? 2.1 and §2.2 can be

straightforward extended to a many-channel case. We briefly give

the coupled channel femulation, following Friedman and Feshbach's

, - 22)method.

We extend the projection operator defined by Eq. (2.9) as

follows:

where c cer.ctss the channels including generally the inelastic ar.d

rearrangement ones with

• 3 1 — - 3 2 -



are the internal wave functions of nuclei and bc

spherical harmonics of the L -th partial wave of the relative

motion, and J the total angular momentum. The function ^ is the

radial part of the relative wave function in the channel c and ̂  is

the antisyrjr.etrization operator between nuclei a^ and b ,

The explicit form of P is given by Friedman and Feshbach" as

follows:

The eigenfunctions *J's have the orthogonal relation as

(A.7)

The projection operators P and Q=l-P have the similar

properties to ?_ and Q-, that is,

(A.8a)

c ±

Here *v and Yvere the eigenfunction and eigenvalue of the exchange

kernel Kcc.;

r,Kcc''*v ' = (A-4)

= 0, (A.8b)

where .^ is the normalized total antisymmetrization operator.

Following the prescription ir. ! 2.3 with Ecs.(A.Sa) and (A.Sb), the

coupled channel equation for I1 's is given in the matrix

representation as follows;

where Kc^, is defined by !.9a)

U) (_̂ ) ' j (A.9b)

The exchange ksrr.el Kcc, is also expanded in terms of *.J's as where

follows:

(A.6)

T = -(TN + NT) ,
2

(A.10a)

(A.10b)
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